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Aero-lynamic characteristics of en mswept wing having an aspect 
ratio of 2.67, a taper ratio of 0.5, and employing full-span, 2Mercent 
chord, plain, leawdge flaps have be8n determined from wind-tumel 
tests of a sfanispan model. The data were obtained at Mach nmbers fram 

8 about 0.50 to 0.95 and from 1.09 to 1.29 with corresponding R8ynolds 
numbers vargng from about 0.94 x lo* to about 1.27 x lo*. Sections of 
the wing were mifom 0.08 chord thick frm the 0.25 to the 0.75 chord 
points tapering to sharp leading and trailing edges. The included wedge 
angle of the leading and trailing edges was 18.2O. Whenever feasible 
the experimental results have beencnmparedwlthth8ory. 

In general, the leading+dge flap was effective in cheuging both 
the lift and pitchfng ot coefffcients at each angle of attack and 
Mach nm.&er. For the unsealed flap+ing gap configuration, however, at 
the highest angles of attack for the positive flap deflections the flap, 
In some cases, wa8 ineffective in~~hmging the lfft coefficf8nt and, in 
ame Instances where the incidence of the flap with respect to the free- 
stmam directian exceeded about +lO', the flap was ineffective in 
changing the pitching+uomen t coefficient. At constant low lift coeffi- 
cients the effectiveness of the leading-edge flap, cmqmred with that of 
a trailingedge flap on the same wing, was less at Mach nmbers below 
0.7, slightly greater at subsonic Machnders above 0.8, end about the 
sane at the supersonic Mach mm&era. The effects of Mach number on the 
rates of change of hinge+mmn t coefficimt tith angle of attack and with 
flap deflectim were generally much larger for the leaddng-edge flap 
than for a ccmparable trailing-edge flap on the same wing. 

. 
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IRTRODCCXTON 
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The applioation of leading- and trailing-edge control surfaces an 
low-a8pect-ratio unswept wings with sharp-leading-edge afrfoil sections 
has been proposed ae a means for increasing the lift coefficients of 
such wings in landing or certain maneuvering attitudes, and for provid- 
ing sufficient control for flight in the transonic Mach number range. 
Several inveatigatlone of low~apeot-ratio unswept wings employing 
leading- and trailing-edge control surfaces have been reported in ref- 
erenoea 1 to 6. In order to provide additional information concerning 
the effectiveness and hinge-m-t characteristics of such control aur- 
faces at both subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers, an investigation 
has been made in the Ames l-by 3-1/24oot high-cspeed wind-tunnel of a 
semi8pan model of an mSW8pt wing of aspect ratio 2.67 and taper ratio 
0.5, equipped tith full-span, 0.2~ercent-chord, plain, leading- and 
trailing-edge flaps. The first part of the investigation, which was con- 
cerned with the aerodynamk cbaracteristi~s of the wing employing the 
trailing-edge flaps, has been reported in refersnce 7. The present 
report is concerned tith the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing tith 
leading-edge flaps deflected and trailing-edge flaps undeflected. The 
characteristics are presented for Mach n-era from approximately 0.50 
to 0.95 and frcml.09 to 1.29, with corresponding Reynolds numbers vary- 
ing frm about 0.94 x lOeto 1.27 x 10e. Comparieons between the eqer- 
imental and calculated characteristics are mad8 tienever practicable. 

NOTATION 

C chord of ting 

c mean aerodynamic chord of wing 

CD drag coefficient 

“he hinge4omen-t coefficient of trailing-edge flap, po8itive when 
moment tends to move trailing edge of flap downward 

trailing-edge-flaphingemoment ' 
2q x mom8nt about hinge ltie of flap area behind hFnge line > 

Ch, hinge-moment coefficient of leading-edge flap, poeitive when 
moment tends to move leading edge of flap upward 

leading-edge-flap.hinge moment 
2q x moment about hinge line of flap area ahead of hinge > line 

. 
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rate of change of hinge-mam ent coefficient with angle of attack, ' 
per degree 

rate of change of hinge-mcanent coefficient with flap deflection, 
per degree 

lift coefficient 

pitching-moment coefficient about lateral axle through the quarter- 
chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord, with mean aerodynamic 
chord 88 reference length 

lift-drag ratio 

free-stream Mach nmber 

free-stream dymmic pressure 

Reynolds mm&z based on mean aerodynamic chord 

spanwise distance meaeured fram vIng+root-chord Une 

wing angle of attack, degree8 

wing geometric angle of attack, mcorrected for wind-tunnel jet- 
boundary interference (at supersonIc Mach m&em, equal to 
a), degrees 

traiUng~dge-flap defl.ection,measured in aplanenomalto hLnge 
line, positive when trailing edge is below chord plane 

lea~~dge4lapdeflectlon,measured ina planenomalto hinge 
line, positive when leading edge is above chord plane 

flap-effectivenees parameter, absolute value of the ratio of the 
changeinangle of attackto change inflap deflectionata 
constant lift coefficiernt 

APPARA!JYB . 

The investigation was made In the &uea l-bbg 3--i/2-foot high-speed 
wind tunnel, a eingl~eturn closed4hroat tunnel vented to the atms- 
phere In the return passage. The tunnel was eqtipped with a flexible- 
throat aesembly (fig. 1) to permit operation at various subsrmic and 
supersonic Mach mmbere. 
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The e&span wing model ueed in the investigation wae the same aB 
that employed In the inveetigation reported in reference 7. The model 
oorreepcutded to a complete ting having an aspect ratio of 2.67, a taper 
ratio of 0.5, and an unswept ~-percent+hord line. ThewTngmodelwas 
equipped with fuXL+pan,.2~eroent-chord, plain, lea- and trailing- 
edge flaps, thehInge axea ofwhichwere coinoidentwdththe 25andthe 
75;percent-chord lines of the 'Ring. Sectian of the wing ln the strt3a.m~ 
tise direction were 8+ercent chord thick frm the 25,to the 75-percaA- 
ohord points and tapered to sharp lead.ing and trailing edges formIng 
wedgee tith included wedge angles of ~~8.2~. The gaps between the flaps 
and the wing panel were approrlmately l/32 inch. Plan and section viewe 
of the wing together with the principal dimrmiom are &own in figure 2 

Thewln@modelwa~mmted man l&imh-diameterbalanceplate in 
the tmxnel sidewall, as shown in the photograph of figme 3. Appro? 
lmately l/32-Inch gaps were &intaIned between the roots of the unde- 
fleeted flaps and the balanoe plate. The face of the balance plate 
exposed to the tunnel aIr stream was flu& tith the tunnel wall, and an 
approximately l/16--inch ammlar gap exieted betwem the periphery of the 
plate and the -tmnelwaLl. Flow through this gap frm the outeide atmos- 
phere was prevented by an external preseure-tight houaing. Electrical 
resistance strain gages were employed in measuring the force maotime 
onthewingandthe hingemoments oftheflap. 

Lift,drag,andpit&dngmments of thewWg,andh3ngemments of 
the leading-edge flap were determined as a function of Mach number for 
conetantgeometric angles of attaokfrom 3' to XZ" a.ndfoYleading-edge 
flap defleotimm of 40°, -LO", -O, 9, and 10' with the flap-wing gape 
maealed. The test Maah n&em ranged from about 0.50 to 0.95 and from 
1.09 to 1.29 for the wing at the smaller angles of attack with the flaps 
mdeflected. Bo teste of the wing could be made at Maah numbers between 
0.95 and 1.09 became of choking oonditiczts in the tunnel tee-b section. 
Lift, drag, and pitching momenta correepondlng to the same range of 
angles of attaok were aleo obtained with the gapa sealed but only for 
flap deflectlone of 3' and 5'. For the 5' flap deflection, data for 
the gape-sealed cmfiguraticm were obtained only at the supersonic Mach 
numbers. The Reynolds number8 were baaed on the mean aerodynamic chord 
of the wing and varied from about 0.94 x 10e at a Maoh number of 0.50 to 
a maxdmum of about 1.27 x 10e at a Mach nmber of 1.15, as ahom in 
figure 4. 

* 
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Mind-tunnel-wall interferenoe correctiona to the anglee of attack 
and to the drag coefficients of the uing at eubsouic I&ch numbera were 
determined by the ruethod~ of reference 8. These corrections (additive), 
which are Indicated in reference 9 to be independent of I&ch nmber, are 
given as follows: 

Aa bs) = 0.51 c, 

f% = 0.0089 CL2 

All the data corresponding to the subsonic Mach numbers have been cor- 
rected for model and wake blookage by the methods of reference 10. Theme 
blookage correctiona vary with the measured drag coefficient but were 
generally mall, neBer exceeding a value of 3 percent even for the hig& 
eat drag Coefficients. 

Tare oorrectiozm detezmIned with the wing held independently of the 
balance plate have been subtracted from the data at aU the Mach numbers. 
These correotione were fomd to be practically independent of angle of 

. attack or flap defleotim and are given in ooefficient form aa follows: 

:E 
1.09 
1.20 
1.29 

UTt Drag pitching Mamsnt 
0.018 0.031 0.006 

-015 .031 .004 
Al4 .031 .003 
.013 .031 .OOl 
,017 .033 -.003 
.Ool ..020 0 
-005 .m5 -.002 
.003 .021 -.OOl 

The pitching +mnentdatawere obtainedfromthe Uftauddrag 
reactions and are eubject to combined errora of both the lift and drag 
measurementa. Aa a consequence, the pitching-maslen t coefficients in the 
present report are regarded ae being of qualitative rather than quantita- 
tive value. 

At each test Mach nmiber the stream inclination at the model poai- 
tion was found to be sufficiently small. that no streazz-angle correction8 
were necessary. Tuonel-wall boundary-layer meammmenta made at Wch 
numbers frm 0.50 to 1.20 with the tunnel em&y have indicated the 
existence of aturbulentboundary layerwitha displmemt thickem 
of about O.l.2 inoh at each I&ch number. t&e velocity in the boundary 

Y 



layer at eauh Mach number varied approximately as the l/l0 power of the 
distance frcm the wall. Some drainage of low-energy air from the tmnel- 
wall boundary layer onto the wiug may have occurred by virtue of the low 
induced pressures cm the wing. The effect on the test data of such 
possible drainage, however, is unknown. It 1~ believed that the poe- 
sible flow of air around the gaps at the roots of the flaps, and through 
the gap betwem the balance plate and the tunnel wall, would have had a 
negligible effect cm the measured data. 

The basic force and moment characteristics of the wixtg with unde- 
fleeted flape, gaps unsealed and sealed, are presmted in graphical 
form. The corresponding characteristics for the wing with the leading- 
edge flaps deflected are given in tables I to V. 

Lift Charaoteristics f 

Lift coefficients for the wing with flaps uudeflected are shown in 
figure 5 as a fun&ion of Mach number with geometric angle of attack as 
a parmeter. This figure has been reproduced frcm reference 7. Lift 
ooefficients as a function of angle of attack for the various flep 
deflections are presented in figure 6. It is observed in this figure 
that the lift curves are essentially linear throughout the angle-of- 
attack range for Mach numbers above 0.90. In general, the effect of 
sealing the gaps is to increase the lift coefficients at the highest 
angles of attack for Mach numbers up to 0.80, but at the higher Mach 
nuuibere the effect is small. 

The variation of lift ooefficient with flap deflection, gaps 
unsealed, is shown in figure 7 for the various geometric anglea of attack. 
Itoanbe seen in this figure thattheleading-edgeflapis generally 
effective in changing the lift coeffioient at each angle of attack and 
lvIach number. In some cases, however, the flap is ineffective for pos- 
itive flap deflections at the highest angles of- attack. It is believed 
that there was separation of the flow from the sharp leading edge of the 
upward-deflected flap and that this separation caused the ineffective- 
neas. 

. 

The effeot of Mach number m the leading-edge-flap-effectiveness 
parameter &/dSn (evaluated for 8n fram about +O to !j"), gaps 
unsealed, is shown in figure 8 for lift coefficients of 0 and 0.2 at the 
subsonic Mmh numbers and for lift ooefficients of 0, 0.2, and 0.4 at 



. 
the superscrnic Mach numbers. Also shown in this figure for a lift 
coefficient of zero are values of &/dS, for Mach nmbers above 1.25 
which were calculated using the e~ressim for lift given in refer- 
ence Il. Because of the particular geometry of the w%ng, the methods 
of this reference were.app1icabl.e omly for Mach nmbers of 1.25 and 
greater. It was assumed fo? the calculations that the lift produced 
by deflection of the flap was Independent of the lift produced by the 
incidence of the wing, As a consequence, the rate of change of Uft 
coefficient with flap deflecticm was equal to the 'difference between 
the lift-curve slopes of the ccmpletewingandthatof awing haHug 
the same planformas the portion ofthetestwingbehindthe leading- 
edge flap. 

In figure 8, it is observed that the effect of Mach number on the 
flap-effectiveness parameter aaC/dSh is relatively small throughout 
the ranges of Mach numbers shovm. At Mach nlmibers between 1.25 and 
1.29itcanbe seen that the erper~talandcalcuJatedvalue8 of 
&/dS, at zero lift are in good agrement. 

Values of the trailing~dge+P7p-effectiveness parameter (gaps 
unsealed) from reference 7 are presented in figure g.for lift coeffi- 
cients of 0 and 0.2. Acrxuparison of thevalues of thef@-effeotiveness 
parameters for the leading- and trailing~dge flaps shows that those for 
the leading-edge flap are less at Mach nuuibers below 0.7 and slightly 
@eater at subsonic Mch nmbers above 0.8. At the supersonic Mach 
numbers the values for both flaps are nearly the same. 

EWge-&ment Characteristics 

The effect of Mach ntmber on the h~nge+nomm t coefficient of the 
deflected leading+dge flap is shown in fQure 10 for various geometric 
angles of attaok. It is observed that the variations of hinge-t 
coefficient tith Mach nmiber are relatively amall, enept at Mach nu&ers 
nearuuity, for the higher angles of attack. The asymmetry of the curves 
about the zero hinge- taxis andthefactthatthehinge+mnent 
coefficients are not equal to zero at zero angle of attack are believed 
tobe duetoa sl3ghtmisalinmsntof theflapswiththewingpaneland 
to mall errors in setting the f3ap4eflection angle. Although not 
illustrated in a figure (data given in tables I to V), the variaticms 
withMachnur&er of the hing- t coefficient for the v-arioue flap 
deflections at given angles of attaok are somewhat greater than the 
variatims for the uadeflected flaps. No abrupt variations of hinge-. 
rmnent coeffioient with Mach nlrmber are generally evident in the hinge- 
moment data for the deflected flap. 
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Eingwnomant coefficients for the leadiwdge flap as a function 
of angle of attack and of flap deflection are presented in figure Jl. 
It is observed in this figure that the changes in thehinge+noment 
coefficient which aoompany changes in angle of attack or flap defleo- 
tion are very large, as ccmpared with those tmual4 noted for trailing- 
edge flaps. The direotion of the hinge moments, for the most part, is 
such as to tend to increase the absolute value of the flap deflection. 
In general, the variations of hinge 4mmn-t coeffioient with angle of 
attaokandwithflap defleoticmarenonlinear. 

The effects of Mach nmiber on the rates of ohange of hingst 
ooefficient with angle of attack and with flap deflection are showh in 
figure 12. Values of dk/ds, atzeroangle of attaokforMaohnm 
hers above 1.25, also shown in this figure, have been calculated using 

'the expresslone for the lift and center of pressure given in refer- 
ence U. and the procedure previously described for the calculaticm of 
the fla~ffeotiveness parameter. Itmaybe seen infigure 12 that the 
effects of Mach nm'ber on dC&/d" and dC&$a are generally large. 
It is also noted that the effects of flap de lection on dC&& are 
large for the most part. At Mach numbers between 1.25 aud 1.29 the 
experimental values of d-/a for zero angle of attack are markedly 
greater than those oalmlated. 

The effects of Ma& number on the rates of change of h3ng e+nomeht 
ctiefficient with angle of attaok and with flap deflection for the 
trailing-edge flap are reproduced from reference 7 in figure 13. From 
a comparison of figures 12 and 13, it is observed that on the whole the 
effects of Mach nmiber on dC&/da and dC&/dS are considerably larger 
for the leading-edgeflapthanfor thetrailing-edgeflap. 

Drag Charaoteristios 

Drag coefficients of the wing with mdeflected flqps are shown in 
figure 14 as a function of Maoh nannber with geometric angle of attack as 
a parameter. This figure hasbeen reproduced frcm refer-e 7. The 
variation of drag ooeffioient titih lift ooeffioiant is exhibited in 
figure 15 for various flap defleations. It is evident in this figure 
that at each Mmh number large changes in the drag ooefficient acccmpang 
deflections of the leading-edge flap, gaps unsealed. On the whole, 
sealing the gaps reduced the inorenaents of drag coefficient due to flap 
deflection. A marked reduction is observed for the most part at the 
subsonic Mach ntmibers. 

. 

!T!he reason for the apparent dgscrepsmy betwesm the minimum drag 
coefficients for the 3' and 5' flap deflectlane, gaps unsealed, at 



several of the Mach n&era is unknown, but may possibly be attributed 
to a misalin~t of the flap. 

. The variation of lift-drag ratio with lift coefficient for the 
various leading-dge flap deflections is presented in figure 16. It is 
observed in this figure that deflections of the flap do not generally 
provide greater lift-drag ratios at 'the higher lift coefficients than 
those for thewingwiththeflap undeflected. Sealing the-gaps increased 
the lift-drag ratios for the most part. The effectiveness of the flap 
in improving the lift-drag ratios of the wing at the subsonic Mach nxm+ 
bers is muoh less than that indicated in reference 3 for a comparable 
wing (tiercat chord thick, leading- and trailing-edge angles of 5.1°) 
investigated at a Reynolds nznnber of 2 x 106. The disagreement is due 
lsrgely to the differences in the increments of drag coefficient which 
resulted from th8.flap deflections. It is believed that the large drag 
coefficient inc rements of the present investigation are due to separation 
of the flow over the wing resulting fram the effects of the low teat 
Reynolds numbers on the particular wing section employed. 

Pitching 4&saent Charact8ristics 

Pitching +noment coefficients for the Hng with uudeflected flaps 
are presented in figure 17 as a function of Mach number for various 
geometric angles of attack. This figure has been reproduced from ref- 
erence -7. The variation of pitching- t coefficient with lift coeffi- 
cient for various flap deflections is shown in figure 18. It may be 
seen that the vsriati~s are generally irregular for both the subsonic 
and supersonic Mach nradbers and do not appear to be si~icsntly 
affected by sealing the gaps. In general, the rates of change of 
pitcvt coefficient with lift coefficient are positive at the 
subsonic Mach numbers. The large positive slopes evident at these Mach 
ntiers may be a result of the low Reynolds ntiers of the investigation. 
At the supersonic Plach numbers the slopes are generally negative. 

The variation of pitch ing-mcanen_t coefficient with flap deflection, 
gaps wealed, for various angles of attack is.presented in figure lg. 
It is observed that the leading-edge flap is generally very effective 
in changing the pitching-arament coefficient at each angle of attack and 
Machnumber shown. In so1118 instances, however, the flap was ineffective 
where the incidence of the flap with respect to the free-stream direction 
(i.e., a + En) exceeded about fl0". 
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CONCLUSIONS 
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A semispan model of an unswept, tapered wing of aspect ratio 2.67 
employing leading-edge flaps and having sharp leading4dge airfoil Seo- 
tions with a thickness4hord ratio of 0.08 has been investigated at Mach 
numbers from about 0.50 to 0.95 and from 1.09 to 1.29 with corresponding 
Reynolds numbers varying from about 0.94 x 10s to 1.27 x lC6. From the 
results of this investigation, the following are concluded: 

1. The leading4dge flap was generally effective in producing an 
increment of both lift coeffiaient and pitching- nt coefficient at 
each angle of attack and Mach number. In some c&Sea, however, for the 
unsealed gap canfiguration, the flap was ineffective in producing an 
increment of lift coefficient for positive flap deflections at the high- 
est angles of attack, and ineffective in produuing an increment of 
Pikhing-mamen t coefficient where the incidence af the flap ~9th reepect 
to the free-stream directian was greater than about 410'. 

2. The effectiveness of the leading-edge flap at constant low lift 
coefficients,-as campared with that of a trailing4dge flap on the same 
wing, was less at Mach nLmtb8rS below 0.7, slightly greater at subsonio 
Mach numbers above 0.8, and very nearly the same at the 8uperSonio Mach 
nmbers. 

3. On the whole, theeffects of Mach number on the rates of ohange 
of hinge-e& coefficient with angle of attack and with flap deflec- 
tionweremuch larger for the leading4dge flap than for a ocanparable 
trailing-edgeflap on the samewing. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Canrmittee for Aercnautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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TABLE I.- BASIC AEiROD3TKAMIC DATA 
rs, = 5Ol 
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TABJX II.- BASIC AERODYNAMIC DATA 
Is, = loo] 

Gaps unsealed 

M o& CL CD Cm %I 

0.51 -3.0 -0.052 0.058 0.041 0.283 
:E 4.9 -3.0 -.016 -029 .c62 .&7 ,034 -047 ,418 l 359 

1-w -3.0 -.084 ,089 .070 .403 

2: -3.0 -3.0 -.oll -.0n .086 -o&J ,088 ,010 :g 

-51 0 
:2; 

,048 ,044 -403 
-72 0 -047 -055 ,476 
.82 .l 

1.09 0 :% 
.052 -055 
-092 .053 :F: 

1.20 0 -091 .088 -063 1.29' 0 ,118 . 090 -054 :g 

051 :::. .1g1 .048 
072 .=3 -053 

:$a ,511 

.82 
;:; 

-235 ,061 ,058 2~~ 
1.09 ,282 ,130 ,036 ,665 
1.x) 

;:: 
,237 .103 -033 ,488 

1.29 -255 ,108 -037 -467 

.5l 

2,' 

-305 .080 0043 

:E 
1.20 2-E 

,288 .303 ,101 ,086 ,049 -039 :89' -569 

610 
-369 ,132 ,022 9567 

1.29 -383 ,142 -009 -523 

-51 9.2 -370 ,117 ,020 -548 
:g ;:: .330 l 280 ,136 l l23 ,026 l e-3 -563 

1.20 
1.29 

;:: I42 ,172 ,008 :z 
.1g4 -.007 -563 

-51 12.2 ,368 ,010 -526 

.72 12.2 -331 :% .030 -82 12.2 -308 ,182 -056 22 
1.29 12.0 ,452 .2l4 -.285 ,614 
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IcAB= rrr.- BASIC AERoDYKAKcc DATA 
Is,=5"1 

Gapa maealad Gapa aaald. 

H Et %%I c, s, M u FL CD r, 

0.51 3.1 -0.15-r o.o23 -o-a25 ~+& 0s 3.1 -O’S5 0.025 4.028 
.T;! 3.1 -.176 -A43 
.92 3.1 -.173 s& -*on -. 553 

.9l 3.1 -34 

.!34 3.1 -299 -.a33 1.09 3.0 --- :;a& 

1.20 3.0 -207 --- -.032 -.434 1.20 3.0 7228 .a77 xi- 
1.29 3.0. -.199 .o* -.ol2 -.339 1.29 3.0 -34 .07j -3329 

..sl. 0 -.a42 -018 -.022 -.293 .5Q 0 -.015 *OIL -.020 
.72 a -.045 .022 -.a535 -.olo .a12 -.CQ2 
.a2 0 -.0!52 .026 7026 :g : -.oll .Ol8 -.02l 
.a9 0 

z:z 
.032 -.o35 -A46 .a8 0 .m6 .O21 -.029 

.91 0 .o37 -a4 ,472 .P 0 -026 .a24 -.03a 

.94 0 
z:z 

-053 -.031 -Ma -95 0 -.a27 -.040 
1.09 0 -.341 1.09 0 -.005 
1.M 0 -.044 

:22 ai -.a37 
--335 O TO43 .a65 -953 

1.29 0 -A42 .062 -.032 -.259 
i-z 

. 0 -.035 A64 So46 

:z ;-: :S 
.a25 -.014 -*o-i4 

:z i-t :z 
.wl -.oll 

3:o 
-.015 -225 

.a2 
,017 -.005 

.a73 :Z -.oo5 -. 130 .a2 3:1 ma 
.a8 

-.oo3 
3.1 .w .043 -.015 -. 149 .a8 3.1 .w -.a17 

1% ?i 
.a52 -.01g -20 

1% z-i 
.I73 A43 -.o* 

310 
.073 -.a23 -.=9 .144 -061 -.ol2 

1.09 .og1 -.044 -.oas l.o9 310 -.a47 
1.m 3.0 .lo4 .wQ -.o$ -.1'19 1.20 3.0 -450 
1.29 3.0 JL3 .06a -.@I 7158 1.29 3.0 .u3 -.ogk 

.210 1%' -.=9 -038 .25Q .026 .oog 
201 -.olo -043 .265 .o33 .or3 
.a7 .a46 *cm1 .048 .*5 .046 -018 

.Ol6 .034 .89 6.1 .w .060 .a23 

.orl .022 .%? 6.1 .2kz .076 .a19 
-.02l -.02l .95 6.2 293 

Ig' .og3 ,069 

::g 2," 
.ci-f .w 
.25a .Ogo -.a61 -.m 229 6:Y ,-E? --Y 2ft: 

.51 9.2 -309 -067 TO36 5% 1:s .Ol6 
-.004 -0% 

.021 -351 .OP L .o37 

.028 z .a40 
-.ol2 .a36 
-.osl .32o :%if .OlO 
-AK7 .=3 .428 .u7 -.0-p! 
-.a71 -065 1.29 9.0 .429 220 -.a72 

-- -- --- -- --- --- .036 

-- -- --- -_ --- --- :% 2; -- -- a-- -- --- --- .a2 1212 :Z 
-- a- -mm -- --- --- .a8 J-2.2 .070 
-- -- --- -- --- --- .049 
-- -- --- -_ --_ --_ $2 52; . .o26 
1.2o 12.0 :Z :&j --- .261 1.2o 12.0 
1.29 l2.0 7074 .1* 1.29 12.0 

:Z J53 
.a3 

15 
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TABIaz Iv.- BAi3IC AERODTXAMIC DATA 
1% =-lo"] 

Gaps unsealed 

M 

0.51 
:E 

1-w 

1.20 1.29 

-51 
-72. 
-82 

1-w 

1.20 1.29 

-51 

:E 
1.09 
1.20 
1.29 

-51 
:E 

1-w 
1.20 
1.29 

-51 

:E 
1.09 
1.20 
1.29 

-51 
-72 
-82 

1.20 
1.29 

a CL CD Cm chn 

-3.1 -0.171 0.050 To.055 -0.593 
-3.1 -3.1 -.184 -.2o2 -053 -0055 

:g8 
-.O% 

-.688 -.642 

-3.0 -.245 -.04g -.766 
-3.0 -.260 -099 -.034 -3.0 -229 ,104 -.022 ::g 

0 -.077 :g .184 -.518 
0 -.087 ,016 -.593 
-. 1 -.102 ,020 -.635 
0 -.og4 :g -.633. 
0 -.I33 ,086 

I:% 

0 -.w9 -089 -.061 I:Fg 

3-o -037 -047 -.04g -- 339 

;:: -Al ,017 ,048 -.038 -.023 -.4o6 -.461 
3.0 -0 ::Z -.416 
;:: ,030 .o82 

I:% 
-.437 

-053 .085 -.082 -Ai 

2:; 
,149 -063 -.o35 -.144 

2:: 

.lOl -039 ,072 ,066 -.022 -.OOl -.187 -.162 

--- ,100 -.08Q -,22l 
2:: l 2o3 ,102 -- 095 -.416 

,204 ,102 -.lOO -. 394 

;::: -190 ,090 -0037 -.Qo3 

99:; 
,144 l 099 -093 ,098 -;016 l 015 -.oo5 -.004 
:$i -137 -.o% - -- 

. ,134 -.102 -. 193 ;:: 
.347 -129 -.lOO -.243 

12.1 ,260 l l I15 -.o35 .134 
12J- -223 .=5 -.014 l 139 

12.1 ,123 ,014 .151 
12.0 :iE .16-o -a65 -037 
12.0 ,466 ,158 -.081 -.015 
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r 
TABI v.- BASICAERODYNAMICDATA 

[s, = 4o*] 

M 

0.51 

:E 
l 87 
:;t 
051 
:E 
.m 
:;i 
l 51 

:E 
.843 
l 9l 
l 95 
.51 

:E 
.88 
091 
-95 
.51 

2; 
.88 
.90 
.95 
.52 - 
071 
.02 
.88 
-90 
092 
994 

a 

-3.1 -0.202 0.074 
-3.1 -.185 9093 
-3.1 --.a8 0113 
-3.1 -=177 L .l26 
-3.1 -. 198 .137 
-3.2 -.a% .1g8 

-. 1 
-. 1 
-. 1 
-. 1 
-. 1 
-. 1 

3.0 
3.0 

::; 

3':: 

20 

20" 

66:: 
9.1 

;:: 

;:i 
9.1 

12.1 
12.1 
x2.1 
12.1 
12.1 
12.1 
12.2 

-.ll2 
-.154 
-.2lo 
-.241 
--.226 
-.233 
-.007 

I:$!g! 
-.1g2 
-.201 
-.og2 

:% 
--.02il 
-a065 
-. 050 

-107 
.138 
0095 
.039 
.044 
,083 
0265 

.061 

.082 
*w 
.llo 
.133 
.I-@ 
.066 
,080 

2% 
9123 
0195 
.070 
.082 
.OsS 
.og8 
.I28 
-167 
,097 
.w7 
.lOl 
.I.14 
.12'T 
.187 

.14g 

.I28 

:Yg 
.183 

:EZ: 

.x22 

.=5 

:ig 
.166 
.182 
.246 

Gaps unsealed 

-o_:Z 
-.066 
-.047 
-.084 
--o-73 

-.053 
I:% 
-.061 
-.036 
7048 
-.078. 
-.06g 

I:% 
-.070 
-.087 
-.078 
-.076 
-.067 

11% 
-.llh 
-.108 
-.094 
-.O& 

I:$: 
-.080 

-0085 
I:% 
-*07J- 
-.084 
--- 
-.136 

Q-h 
-0.628 
-.626 
-.650 
-.678 

::;g 

-0591 
::g; 
-.674 
-.742 
-.846 

-.424 
-.4g1 

1:;;; 

-Tzz 
--.368 

.-.406 
-.431 

I:;% 
-.478 
-.434 
-.280 

I:;2 
-0313 --- 
-.335 

17 
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Plate adjustment _ r- 
mechbnism 1 

/ - 
flexible plate 

F&W?? I.- llllff/mtku, af th.e flexible-H;lroat mechanism in the Ames t-by J;-foop 
h&h-speed wktd Zunnel. 

1 -’ 



20 

. 

F&we 2.- Sketch of the semi$mn wiig moo&# with leudiig- and 
tmi/ing-edge flops. 



c I 

Figure 3.- Photograph of the Mel, with the leadlng- and tralli~dge 
flaps deflected, mounted on the semckpm b&moe in the Ame l-by 
3~/Zsoot high-aped wind tunnel. 



. 

c 
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a 
* 
kt 
3 
P 
4 
B 
3 a 

xlob 

f.2 / 
.’ 

Al 

I.0 

.9 

.8 
I I 

__ 
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 I.0 I.1 f-2 I.3 f.4 

Mach m&q A4 

I 

Figure 4.- NomM variatrbn of Reynolds numeer with Mt@ number for tests of the 
semispan wing of OS’ecf ratio 2.67 h the Ames I- by. ji-fmt high-speed wind 
tunnel, 
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s 

.8 

.6 

t= 
’ .6 

I I 
I I I ai’oeg , 

\ I I 

Much number, M 
tbl Gups sea/et-i. 

F&we 5 - Mdution of /if.+ coeffkignf wiih Much number rbr vo&.ws geometric 

angles of uHuck, f/ups undefhcteo! 

l 



.- 

I \ I , 

.T 

(a) Gaps unsealed 
.8 
B 
4 

2 
0 
2 

ll~~~~ll~ll~~~~ll~llll~ll~l~~~ll~~llllllll~lllllll1l~l~~l11l111llllll 
% 0 4 8 A? 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Angle of attack, a, deg 

(b) Gaps sealed. 

Fijpm 6.- l+ivMn at several MI& nunbers of ltYt coefhknt wifh angle of atfack ior various leao&7-eo@ fhrp 

de fkhns. 



I , 1 
I 
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Much num&ef, M 

Figure 8.- Effect of Moth number on the leading-edge-flap effectiveness 
pafumete< gups unsealed. 

.6 

Figure 9.- Effect of Much’ number on the fruh’inpedge-flop efZecf/veness 
puramet~ gups unsealed tdafo frcrm r-e&fence 71. 
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Mach number, M 

. 

Figure IO.- Vuriution wlfh Mach number of the hinge-moment coefficier?f of the 
leudhg-edge 17q.p for vorhus geometric angles of offock; flops uno’eflecte4 
gaps unsealed 



@jwre IL- kk+hn at s&etW ,Wcszh numbers W feaa%g-e+? I@? h&t?-mamenl coefnahanl wim ongfe of ahizck ath9 
wim t&9 tM%choq gqs un.s&M 
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I 

JO 
b .- 

3 
B .08 

. 

B 
i .06 

0 .6 .7 .8 .9 10 lf 

(u) Rofe of cbtmge of hhge-moment coefflh?nf w/rh ungfe of offuck of zero 
ong/e of affack. 

--mm--- 
L-- 
mm- 
-- 
-- 

0 .5 .6 .7 e8 .9 10 11 
Mxb numbq A4 “‘e 

(b) Rafe of chunge of hinge +?omenf coeffichnf w/fh /eudii?g-edge flap deflecfh 
of 0” defecfhn. 

Ffgun9 /2.- Ef&cf of Moth number on fhe slopes of the feuding-edge flop 
hhge-inomenf cufveq gaps unseofed 

, 
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-02 

0 

i I 
l 

I I I I 

I 
* 

I 

I I --$-, 

704 

I 

af,m7 f t - 

--- ---- ,z 

-:zz -- - --I- -/o 

(a) Rafe of chnge of hhge-momenf coeffiSnf w/f& ungie of uffuck uf zero angle 
of oftack. 

Much number, M 

(b)Rafe of change of Hnge-momenf coeffmhf wifh fruiting-edpe f/w defiecfion of 
O” def/ecff/on. 

figure f3. - Effecfs of Much numbef on fbe dopes of fhe fra/hg-edge-flop 
hinge-moment curves, gaps unseded 
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24 

20 

./6 

(u) Gups unsealed. 

Mach number, M 

(b) Gaps sealed. 

Figure /4.- Voriofh of drug coefhenf wifh Much number for bvhws geomefric 
mg/es of oftock, flops undefiected. 

-. 
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. 

4 

2 

0 
, 6 

6 

\Q 

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 
6, , , , , , , , ; ;. ; ;--, 

4 I 6 

6 

--- -5 

I 
I I I I I 

4 

2 

0 
4 

2 

‘0 ./ .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 

LLff coeftkkwf, CL tiff coefficient, CL 

iii) GOPS unsd& (b) Gaps sealed. 

F/pyre f6.- Vonbfrn of several Much numbers of /if-drug mfio wiM /h? coeffkienf fw 
nwibm /eu&g-edge f/up deffechWs. 
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08 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t t I I I 

-04 

0: deg 

r/3 

Figure /Z - ~fht~m of pifchhg-momenf coefficienf w/h A&h number hf 

vufious geomeffic angles of ffffuck, f/ups undef/efed. 
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